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Introduction
• The goal is to code a simple framework to make analysis from D3PDs
• Don’t want to reinvent anything

• based on already existing D3PD reader/writer framework (SFrame)

• adding on top of this needed functionalities to run multiple analysis tools in parallel 
event by event which are configurable on demand (SMultiFrame)

• This tutorial
• Introduction to SFrame and SMultiFrame

• From abstract framework to real analysis: AnalysisBase+RootCore packages

• An analysis example: AnalysisExample package

• How to build your own code
• Running with PROOF-lite
• Running on a PROOF cluster on lxbatch with PROOF on Demand (PoD)
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SFrame
• Analysis is done in “cycles”
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TWiki: http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/sframe/index.php?title=Main_Page
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SFrame
• Analysis is done in “cycles”
• Your code is derived from a base class: SCycleBase

• Your analysis is configured via an XML file (xml tags are defined in JobConfig.dtd file)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE JobConfiguration PUBLIC "" "JobConfig.dtd">

<!--   Job configuration   -->
<JobConfiguration JobName="AnalysisExample" OutputLevel="INFO">

  <!--   Packages needed running on PROOF mode -->
  <Package Name="SFrameCore.par"/>
  <Package Name="MyPackage.par"/>

  <!--   Libraries needed -->
  <Library Name="libSFrameCore.so"/>
  <Library Name="libMyPackage.so"/>

  <!--   CYCLE configuration -->
  <Cycle Name="AnalysisManager" RunMode="LOCAL" ProofServer="lite://" ProofWorkDir=""   
              ProofNodes="-1" OutputDirectory="/tmp/$USER/" PostFix="" TargetLumi="1.0">

     <!--   INPUT DATA -->
     <InputData Lumi="1.0" NEventsMax="-1" Type="mc10_7TeV" Version="Zmumu" Cacheable="True" SkipValid="True">
            <In FileName="root://castoratlas//castor/cern.ch/.../NTUP_SMWZ.441298._000091.root.1" Lumi="1.0"/>      
      <InputTree Name="physics" />     
    </InputData>
    
    <!--   CYCLE PROPERTIES -->
    <UserConfig>
      <Item Name="GRL" Value="$EWPATH/GRL/data11_7TeV.periodAllYear_DetStatus-v18-pro08-04_WZjets_allchannels.xml"/>
    </UserConfig>
    
  </Cycle>
</JobConfiguration>
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SFrame
• Analysis is done in “cycles”
• Your code is derived from a base class: SCycleBase

• Your analysis is configured via an XML file (xml tags are defined in JobConfig.dtd file)

• Running with PROOF (http://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/proof) is very easy
• RunMode value from “LOCAL”  to “PROOF”

• ProofServer set to “lite://” for PROOF-lite (split using multiple core cpu) 
or set to a PROOF cluster server (more later w/ PoD, aka Proof On Demand)

• Provide the code in “.par” archives (created compiling SFrame packages)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE JobConfiguration PUBLIC "" "JobConfig.dtd">

<!--   Job configuration   -->
<JobConfiguration JobName="AnalysisExample" OutputLevel="INFO">

  <!--   Packages needed running on PROOF mode -->
  <Package Name="SFrameCore.par"/>
  <Package Name="MyPackage.par"/>

  <!--   Libraries needed -->
  <Library Name="libSFrameCore.so"/>
  <Library Name="libMyPackage.so"/>

  <!--   CYCLE configuration -->
  <Cycle Name="AnalysisManager" RunMode="PROOF" ProofServer="lite://" ProofWorkDir=""   
              ProofNodes="-1" OutputDirectory="/tmp/$USER/" PostFix="" TargetLumi="1.0">

  .....    
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Analysis code structure
• Before starting the event loop:

• virtual void BeginCycle() throw( SError ): Function called once at the beginning of 
executing the cycle, before the first InputData block is "opened". You can use it to perform an initial 
configuration of the cycle. For instance if the cycle needs to read some local file for some information 
(good data ranges for example), that can be done best here. The function is always executed in the 
sframe_main process, even when running in PROOF mode.

• virtual void BeginMasterInputData( const SInputData& ) throw( SError ): Function 
called before processing each InputData block, on the master PROOF node. For more information 
about the PROOF functionality, have a look at the page SFrame-PROOF.

• virtual void BeginInputData( const SInputData& ) throw( SError ): Function called on 
the PROOF worker nodes once before processing each of the input data types. SFrame creates one 
output file per input data type. If you need to initialise output objects (histograms, etc.) before the 
event-by-event execution, you should do that here. Also the declaration of the output variables has to 
be done here.

• virtual void BeginInputFile( const SInputData& ) throw( SError ): For each new input 
file the user has to connect his input variables. (More on this later.) This has to be performed in this 
function.
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Analysis code structure
• The event loop:

• virtual void ExecuteEvent( const SInputData&, Double_t ) throw( SError ): This is 
the main analysis function that is called for each event. It receives the weight of the event, as it is 
calculated by the framework from the luminosities and generator cuts defined in the XML 
configuration.
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Analysis code structure
• After the event loop:

• virtual void EndInputData( const SInputData& ) throw( SError ): Function called last on 
the PROOF worker nodes before the processing of the input data type is finished. Notice that in this 
function the code can only access the statistics processed by the one worker node, so most post-
processing of the output objects is better placed in the EndMasterInputData(...) function.

• virtual void EndMasterInputData( const SInputData& ) throw( SError ): Function called 
after being finished processing one InputData block, on the master PROOF node. Notice that the 
PROOF master node receives the full statistics information from the InputData at this point. So this 
is a good place to print some summaries, do some final calculations on the created histograms (for 
instance fitting them), etc. For more information about the PROOF functionality, have a look at the 
page SFrame-PROOF.

• virtual void EndCycle() throw( SError ): Function called once at the end of the cycle 
execution. Any finalisation steps should be done here. (Closure of some helper files opened by the user 
code for instance.) This function is again called in the sframe_main process.
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Read and write data
• void ConnectVariable( const char* treeName, const char* branchName, T& variable ) 

e.g. ConnectVariable(“physics”, “mu_staco_pt”, m_mu_pt);

• TBranch* DeclareVariable( T& obj, const char* name, const char* treeName = 0 ) 
e.g. DeclareVariable(m_selmu_pt, “mu_staco_selected_pt”, “physics”);

• This actually requires that an output tree is specified in the XML file inside 
the InputData block, like: <OutputTree Name="mytree" />     

• T* Book( const T& obj, const char* directory = 0 )
e.g. TH1* hist = Book( TH1D( "hist", "Histogram", 100, 0.0, 100.0 ) );

• TH1* Hist( const char* name, const char* directory = 0 ) throw( SError )
e.g. Hist( "hist" )->Fill(...)
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SFrame enough?
• SFrame is a very nice and ultimately simple framework
• What is missing is the possibility to run multiple analysis tools in parallel 

event by event and configured from the XML file
• Something like:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE JobConfiguration PUBLIC "" "JobConfig.dtd">

<!--   Job configuration   -->
<JobConfiguration JobName="DiBosonAnalysis" OutputLevel="INFO">

  ....

  <!--   CYCLE configuration -->
  <Cycle Name="AnalysisManager" RunMode="LOCAL" ProofServer="lite://" ProofWorkDir=""   
              ProofNodes="-1" OutputDirectory="/tmp/$USER/" PostFix="" TargetLumi="1.0">

    ....

    <!--   CYCLE PROPERTIES -->
    <UserConfig>
      <Item Name="GRL" Value="$EWPATH/GRL/data11_7TeV.periodAllYear_DetStatus-v18-pro08-04_WZjets_allchannels.xml"/>

      <Tool Name="CommonSelection" Class="CommonSelectionTool"/>
      <Tool Name="WWSelection" Class="WWSelectionTool"/>
      <Tool Name="WZSelection" Class="WZSelectionTool"/>
      <Tool Name="ZZSelection" Class="ZZSelectionTool"/>
    </UserConfig>

    
  </Cycle>
</JobConfiguration>



SFrame enough?
• SFrame is a very nice and ultimately simple framework
• What is missing is the possibility to run multiple analysis tools in parallel 

event by event and configured from the XML file
• Or something like:
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....

    <!--   CYCLE PROPERTIES -->
    <UserConfig>
      <Item Name="GRL" Value="$EWPATH/GRL/data11_7TeV.periodAllYear_DetStatus-v18-pro08-04_WZjets_allchannels.xml"/>

      <Tool Name="CommonSelection" Class="CommonSelectionTool"/>

      <Tool Name="WWSelectionEE" Class="WWSelectionTool">
      <Item Name="FinalState" Value="ee">

      </Tool>

      <Tool Name="WWSelectionMUMU" Class="WWSelectionTool">
      <Item Name="FinalState" Value="mumu">

      </Tool>

     <Tool Name="WWSelectionEMU" Class="WWSelectionTool">
      <Item Name="FinalState" Value="emu">

      </Tool>

   </UserConfig>
    
...



SMultiFrame
• To have this multi-tool functionality: the SMultiFrame package, which includes:

• A new base cycle class: SMultiCycle (instead of SCycleBase) that:
• creates tools on demand following the configuration from XML
• calls for each tool the BeginInputData(), BeginInputFile(), ExecuteEvent(),... functions 

• A new base tool class: SMultiTool (derived from SToolBase) that:
• implements the BeginInputData(), BeginInputFile(), ExecuteEvent(),... functions as the usual 

cycle in SFrame
• has the ConnectVariable(), DeclareVariable(), Book(), .... read/write functions
• has a Properties() method where properties are specified 

(different wrt to cycle in SFrame where properties are specified in the constructor)
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AnalysisBase
• SMultiFrame implements the basic functionalities for a multi-tool framework

• AnalysisBase is built from SMultiFrame and includes:
• the main cycle: AnalysisManager (derived from SMultiCycle)

• the base class for analysis tools: AnalysisToolBase (derived from SMultiTool) where 
common code is defined (e.g. trigger matching, ...)

• the event class: Event that holds the pointers to D3PD variables and some other smart 
functions

• classes to handle particle corrections: MuonStore, ElectronStore, JetStore, ...
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Overall picture
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Get the code and setup

• Be sure you are using Bash shell:
bash 

• Get the code from svn:
svn co svn+ssh://$USER@svn.cern.ch/reps/atlasgrp/Institutes/CERN/
ElectroweakBosons/tags/ElectroweakBosons-00-01-01 ElectroweakBosons

• Get the extra-code from (other) svn:
cd ElectroweakBosons
./scripts/get_allcode_and_patchit.sh

• Setup the environment (to be done every time a new shell is started):
source scripts/setup_lxplus.sh

• Compile:
make
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AnalysisExample

• To run the example:
sframe_main AnalysisExample/config/AnalysisExample_config.xml 
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Create a new analysis package

• To create a new package:
cd ElectroweakBosons
smultiframe_new_package MyPackage

• To create a new tool:
cd MyPackage
smultiframe_create_tool -n MyTool

• To compile:
make

• To execute the new tool:
sframe_main PyPackage/config/MyTool_config.xml
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Run with PROOF-lite
• “Parallel ROOT Facility (PROOF) is an extension of ROOT enabling interactive 

analysis of large sets of ROOT files in parallel on clusters of computers or many-
core machines.” http://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/proof

• There are two ways of running PROOF:
• on the local machine, known as PROOF-lite, which runs the analysis in parallel on the 

number of available cores
• on a remote cluster

• To run the example code on PROOF-lite just change “LOCAL” to “PROOF” and
sframe_main PyPackage/config/MyTool_config.xml
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Run with PROOF
• To run on a real PROOF cluster at CERN we need to setup PROOF on Demand 

(PoD) which will allow us to easily setup a PROOF cluster using the lxbatch 
machines
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Setup PoD
• To run on a real PROOF cluster at CERN we need to setup PROOF on Demand 

(PoD) which will allow us to easily setup a PROOF cluster using the lxbatch 
machines

• Get the PoD code (get the latest stable version)
     cd $HOME
     wget http://pod.gsi.de/releases/pod/3.10/PoD-3.10-Source.tar.gz
     tar -xzvf PoD-3.10-Source.tar.gz

• Compile PoD 
    source ElectroweakBosons/scripts/setup_lxplus.sh
     cd PoD-3.10-Source
     mkdir build
     cd build
     cmake ../BuildSetup.cmake ..
     make -j8 install
     cd $HOME
     source PoD/3.10/PoD_env.sh

• Fix $HOME/.PoD/PoD.cfg file changing “work_dir=/tmp/$USER/PoD”
• Add a file under $HOME/.PoD called “user_worker_env.sh” with these lines 

(ROOT and xrootd setup must be coherent with that used locally on lxplus)
#! /usr/bin/env bash
echo "Setting user environment for workers ..."

source /afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/contrib/gcc/4.3.5/x86_64-slc5-gcc34-opt/setup.sh

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/external/qt/4.4.2/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/lib:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/external/Boost/1.47.0_python2.6/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt//lib:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/external/xrootd/3.2.4/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/lib64:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/app/releases/ROOT/5.34.02/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/root/lib:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/external/Python/2.6.2/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/lib:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/contrib/gcc/4.3.5/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/lib64:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/contrib/mpfr/2.3.1/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/lib:\
/afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/contrib/gmp/4.2.2/x86_64-slc5-gcc43-opt/lib

echo "LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH"

• Add a file under $HOME/.PoD called “user_xpd.cf” with these lines:
xpd.rootd allow
xpd.intwait 600 ### -> in seconds, workers timeout
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Start a PROOF cluster on LSF with a PoD
• To run on a real PROOF cluster at CERN we need to setup PROOF on Demand 

(PoD) which will allow us to easily setup a PROOF cluster using the lxbatch machines
• Setup PoD 

     # start a new Bash shell

       cd ElectroweakBosons
       source scripts/setup_lxplus.sh
     source scripts/setup_pod_lxplus.sh

• Run PoD server
     pod-server start

• Start a PROOF cluster with N worker nodes:
     pod-submit -r lsf -q 1nh -n 20

• Check that worker are ready (batch jobs need to be running, you can check their state
using “bjobs”)

     pod-info -n

• You can add other workers also on different queues re-running the “pod-submit” 
command

• Only ready-workers are used when running a job
• If no jobs are submitted within 30 mins, the workers are automatically shut-down 

(configurable in $HOME/.PoD/PoD.cfg)
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Run with PROOF
• To run on a real PROOF cluster at CERN we need to setup PROOF on Demand 

(PoD) which will allow us to easily setup a PROOF cluster using the lxbatch 
machines

• To run the example code on PROOF-lite just change “LOCAL” to “PROOF” and set 
“ProofServer=$USER@$HOST:PORT” you got from pod-server, e.g.

mbellomo@lxplus406_trunk$ pod-server status

XPROOFD [10298] port: 21001
PoD agent [10317] port: 22001
PROOF connection string: mbellomo@lxplus406.cern.ch:21001

• And finally:

sframe_main PyPackage/config/MyTool_config.xml
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Run with PROOF - tips/tricks
• To maximize the parallel processing in PROOF is better to have a number of input-

files processed in each InputData block defined in the xml larger than the number of 
workers
• The problem arises when running on MC samples since most of the samples have a 

limited number of files (e.g. 10-20)
• An special running-mode can be activated to run on multiple MC samples in the same 

InputData block: AnalysisManager property “RunMultipleMC=True” (False by default)
• The output ROOT file will have dedicated directories per each MC sample, flagged with the 

sample ID
• Note that the booking of histogram MUST be done in BeginInputFile of your tool to 

allow for different histograms to be booked for different MC samples (a protection to 
not book twice the same histogram for the same MC sample is present in 
AnalysisToolBase!)
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Run with PROOF - tips/tricks
• The final merging of histogram can be a quite memory-consuming process (in 

ROOT 5.28.00f, tests are ongoing to check for improvements in 5.32.X...)
• If too much histograms are to be merged, this can lead to the error:

HandleSocketInput: unknown command 1011! Protocol error?ding) ====>| 
100.00 % [44596.1 evts/s, 277.4 MB/s]

• To avoid this you can (in order of personal preference):
• reduce the number of workers
• reduce the number of MC channels in the same InputData block
• reduce the number of histograms
• reduce the number of instances of the tool in the same job 

• Try always to balance the number of workers with the number of input-files in the same 
InputData block
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Run with PROOF - tips/tricks
• The PROOF cluster made with PoD is kept alive by default for 30 mins when no jobs are 

sent, after that time server and workers are shut down
• This can be tweak in $HOME/.PoD/PoD.cfg

• The PROOF cluster made with PoD on LSF queues will be available at most the time 
allowed by the queue. Try to distribute workers on different queues to speed-up their make-
up and always monitor with “pod-info -n” how many workers are available before
sending a job

• Is useful to check the status of the PROOF cluster before sending jobs. To do that check the 
server string with “pod-server status” then open ROOT and do:
root[0] TProof::Open(myself@lxplus123.cern.ch:21001);

Some workers can be unavailable due to network troubles, exit ROOT and re-try can 
sometime help to improve. Anyway if enough workers are available don’t worry they will be 
used. Neglect the nasty error messages before the print-out:

PROOF set to parallel mode (N workers)
• If want to kill a job, suspend it and kill it but remember also to kill the proofserv.exe 

application (ps -ef | grep $USER | grep proofserv.exe)
• Log files are not copied back from the workers, they can be access from ROOT with:

root[0] TProof::Mgr("lxplus123.cern.ch:21001")->GetSessionLogs()->Display("0.20",0)
 

To make the job copying back the log files from worker tweak the PoD.cfg file (note that log 
files are copied under your lxplus home and it’s easy to fill it to 100%)
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Run with PROOF - tips/tricks
• Check that ROOT and xrootd versions as the same locally on lxplus and remotely on the 

workers as specified in:
$HOME/.PoD/user_worker_env.sh

• You can also specify the server as below, in the XML file as well,
root[0] TProof::Open(pod://);
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User manual 
• A user manual is under development under doc/ directory ...
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HowTo avoid compilation in PROOF
• Recipe to avoid compilation in PROOF loading libraries compiled locally

• For PROOF clusters with uniform OS/ROOT setup (eg. lxbatch+pod)
• Files to be modified

• $HOME/.PoD/user_xpd.cf
• Package/proof/BUILD.sh (for each package)
• Package/proof/SETUP.C (for each package)
• RootCore/RootCore/PROOF-INF/BUILD.sh
• RootCore/RootCore/PROOF-INF/SETUP.C

• Note that
• The PoD server needs to be restarted to make the xpd changes effective
• The BUILD.sh and SETUP.C modifications have to be done for each package not to be 

compiled on the workers (ideally all, SFrame ones include: SFrame/core, SFrame/cintex 
and SFrame/plug-ins)

• Will try to get this feature to be supported by SFrame by default, this will require some 
time so i would suggest you to try this trick for a quick solution...
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user_xpd.cf changes

• Setup the path where libraries can be found, usually in your local lxplus working 
area
• Add this (single) line to $HOME/.PoD/user_xpd.cf
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xpd.putenv ROOTPROOFLIBDIR=/afs/cern.ch/user/m/mbellomo/wk/ \
ElectroweakBosons.next/trunk/SFrame/lib



BUILD.sh changes

• Under each package, “proof” sub-directory
• Add the condition to skip compilation

30

if [ "$1" = "clean" ]; then
    make distclean
    exit 0
fi

if [ "x$ROOTPROOFLITE" != "x" ]; then
   echo "Running on PROOF-Lite, skipping build"
   exit 0
fi

if [ "x$ROOTPROOFLIBDIR" == "x" ]; then
    make default
else
    echo "Running on PROOF, skipping build"
fi



SETUP.C changes
• Under each package, “proof” sub-directory

• Add to LD_LIBRARY_PATH the global path where local libraries can be found

31

int SETUP() {

  /// Add global path if provided -> skip worker compilation!
  TString path = gSystem->Getenv("ROOTPROOFLIBDIR");
  if(path!="") {
    TString libpath=gSystem->GetDynamicPath();
    if(!libpath.Contains(path))
      gSystem->AddDynamicPath(path);
  }

  /// Add all the additional libraries here that this package
  /// depends on. (With the same command that loads this package's library...)
  if( gSystem->Load( "libAnalysisZmumu" ) == -1 ) return -1;
  
  return 0;
}



BUILD.sh changes (ROOTCORE only)

• Under each package, “proof” sub-directory
• Set ROOTCOREDIR to the local path and don’t do setup/compilation
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#!/bin/bash

if [ "x$ROOTPROOFLIBDIR" != "x" ]; then
    export ROOTCOREDIR=$ROOTPROOFLIBDIR/../../RootCore/RootCore
    echo "Running on PROOF, skipping build"
else

test "x$ROOTCOREDIR" != "x" && source $ROOTCOREDIR/scripts/unsetup.sh

cd RootCore
./configure
cd ..
source RootCore/scripts/setup.sh

rm -f RootCore/packages
for pkg in `cat packages`
do
    echo `pwd`/$pkg >>RootCore/packages
done

if [ "$1" == "clean" ]
then
    exec $ROOTCOREDIR/scripts/clean.sh
fi

exec $ROOTCOREDIR/scripts/compile.sh

fi



SETUP.C changes (ROOTCORE only)

• Under RootCore/RootCore/PROOF-INF
• Source the RootCore load script from the local installation
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Int_t SETUP()
{
  /// Add global path if provided -> skip worker compilation!
  TString path = gSystem->Getenv("ROOTCOREDIR");
  if(path!="") {
    try
      {
 path.Append("/scripts/load_packages.C+");
 gROOT->Macro ( path );
      } catch (std::string& e)
      {
 std::cout << "error: " << e << std::endl;
 return -1;
      };
    return 0;
  }
  else{
    std::string dir = gSystem->WorkingDirectory();
    dir += "/RootCore";
    gSystem->Setenv ("ROOTCOREDIR", dir.c_str());
    gSystem->Setenv ("ROOTCOREBIN", dir.c_str());
    
    try
      {
    gROOT->Macro ("RootCore/scripts/load_packages.C+");
      } catch (std::string& e)
      {
 std::cout << "error: " << e << std::endl;
 return -1;
      };
    return 0;
  }
}


